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ARE DISCLOSURES READABLE?
AN EMPIRICAL TEST
Uri Benoliel* & Xu (Vivian) Zheng**
A major goal of federal disclosure laws is to ensure that precontractual disclosure
documents are readable, i.e., easily understood by the average disclosee. Focusing
as a case study on 523 U.S. disclosures in the franchise industry, this Article
empirically shows that disclosures are normally unreadable. Using the Gunning
Fog Index linguistics readability tool, this Article indicates, inter alia, that
prospective franchisees need, on average, more than twenty years of education to
understand a franchise disclosure document on the first reading. This result
undermines the readability goal of the federal franchise disclosure law since the
highest level of education that most franchisees have completed is community
college, which is normally the equivalent of fourteen years of education. The results
of our study also show a significant positive relationship between the franchises’
size and age and the readability of their disclosures.
The empirical results of this study have significant implications, not only for the
franchise industry, but also for the institutional design and enforcement of federal
disclosure regulations.

INTRODUCTION
Disclosure laws are one of the most popular types of regulation in
American law.1 These laws typically require the “discloser” to give the

* Faculty of Law, College of Law & Business. J.S.D., U.C. Berkeley; LL.M., Columbia
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** College of Business, City University of Hong Kong. Ph.D. (Marketing), University of
Wisconsin–Madison.
We are grateful to Yonathan Arbel, Samuel Becher, Omri Ben-Shahar, Jenny Buchan, Denise
Cumberland, Manuel Gonzalez Diaz, John Dienelt, Tamar Frankel, Lorelle Frazer, Meirav Furth, Ian
Gallacher, Marko Grunhagen, Ilir Hajdini, Alon Harel, Daniel Ho, Joseph Kimble, Florencia MarottaWurgler, Arie Reichel, Susanna Ripken, Andrew Terry, Josef Windsperger, and Eyal Zamir for
invaluable comments on earlier drafts of this paper.
1. Omri Ben-Shahar & Carl E. Schneider, The Futility of Cost-Benefit Analysis in Financial
Disclosure Regulation, 43 J. LEGAL STUD. 253, 253 (2014) (“Mandated disclosure is one of the most
common regulatory techniques in American law.”); Matthew A. Edwards, The Virtue of Mandatory
Disclosure, 28 NOTRE DAME J.L. ETHICS & PUB. POL’Y 47, 47 (2014) (“During the past fifty years
mandatory disclosure has emerged as a dominant method of legal regulation in the United States.”);
Daniel E. Ho, Fudging the Nudge: Information Disclosure and Restaurant Grading, 122 YALE L.J. 574,
577 (2012) (stating that “disclosure is a mainstay of the regulatory toolkit”); see also Erin Bernstein,
The Upside of Abortion Disclosure Laws, 24 STAN. L. & POL’Y REV. 171, 190 (2013)
(“Indeed, disclosure laws are commonplace . . . .”); Paula J. Dalley, The Use and Misuse of Disclosures
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“disclosee” a precontractual “disclosure” that contains information about,
inter alia, the potential cost and benefits of a product or service provided
by the discloser.2 Disclosure laws cover a wide range of products and
services such as franchises, securities, employee-benefit plans, electronic
fund transfers, product warranties, health plans, and consumer credits.3 A
central goal of federal disclosure laws is to ensure that disclosures are
readable, i.e., easily understood by an average disclosee.4 By ensuring the
readability of disclosures, disclosure laws can assist disclosees in making
better-informed judgments about whether they should buy a product or
service.5
Given the federal government’s goal of ensuring that disclosure
documents are readable, an important empirical question arises: Are
disclosure documents, in reality, readable? On a theoretical level, the
readability of disclosures has already been disputed by legal scholars. For
example, Professors Ben-Shahar and Schneider hypothesized that disclosures typically suffer from a “quantity problem,”6 namely that they are
too long, thereby preventing disclosees from understanding the disclosed
information.7 In the same vein as existing theoretical criticism on the
readability of disclosures, this Article empirically shows that disclosures
may suffer from another serious readability limitation besides the quantity
problem: a syntax quality problem. Focusing as a case study on disclosures
in the important franchise industry, this Article empirically shows that
disclosures are often unreadable. More concretely, using the Gunning’s
well-known linguistic readability index, this Article shows that the textual

as a Regulatory System, 34 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 1089, 1092 (2007) (“There are dozens, possibly
hundreds, of regulatory schemes that use disclosure in whole or in part to accomplish their purposes.”).
2. See, e.g., Dalley, supra note 1, at 1093–94.
3. See infra Subpart I.A.
4. Id.
5. See infra Part III.
6. Ben-Shahar & Carl E. Schneider, The Failure of Mandated Disclosure, 159 U. PA. L. REV.
647, 686 (2011).
7. Id. at 687 (“The overload problem is ubiquitous. . . . Forms become so long and elaborate that
disclosers have problems assembling and organizing the information, and disclosees do not read them
and cannot understand, assimilate, and analyze the avalanche of information.”); see also Susanna Kim
Ripken, The Dangers and Drawbacks of the Disclosure Antidote: Toward a More Substantive
Approach to Securities Regulation, 58 BAYLOR L. REV. 139, 161 (2006) (“In the securities markets,
investors can be overloaded with overly dense, lengthy disclosure documents . . . .”). The “quantity
problem” also implies that en masse disclosures across many disclosure subjects, such as home loan,
privacy, medical care, and product labeling, are overwhelming. See Ben-Shahar & Schneider, supra
note 6, at 690; Adam S. Chilton & Galit A. Sarfaty, The Limitations of Supply Chain Disclosure
Regimes, 53 STAN. J. INT’L L. 1, 21–22 (2017); Sanne H. Knudsen, Regulating Cumulative Risk, 101
MINN. L. REV. 2313, 2350–2351 (2017); Zahr K. Said, Mandated Disclosure in Literary Hybrid
Speech, 88 WASH. L. REV. 419, 459 (2013); Darren Guttenberg, Note, Waiving Farewell without Saying
Goodbye: the Waiver of Fiduciary Duties in Limited Liability Companies in Delaware, and the Call for
Mandatory Disclosure, 86 S. CAL. L. REV. 869, 914 n.212 (2013).
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quality of Franchise Disclosure Documents (FDDs) is frequently poor.8
Relative to the paramount importance of disclosures in U.S. law, there
has been surprisingly little empirical study of their readability. One study,
conducted by the United States Government Accountability Office (GAO),
examined, inter alia, the readability of a written offer provided by credit
card issuers to consumers, which discloses key information regarding the
costs of using the card.9 The study, focusing on the readability of a small
sample of one type of credit card provided by four of the largest credit card
issuers,10 found that the written offers provided by issuers “were too
complicated for many consumers to understand.”11 Another study, also
conducted by the GAO, assessed the readability of sixteen “model notices,”
namely templates created by the Department of Labor and the Internal
Revenue Service to help pension-plan sponsors prepare disclosures to plan
participants.12 The study found, inter alia, that the readability of the model
notices examined in the study “might present a challenge for participants.”13
This Article attempts to make two significant contributions to the
sparsity of existing empirical legal studies. First, it systematically examines
the readability of a large sample of real-world disclosures (i.e., 523 disclosures). Second, in order to assist the authorities enforcing disclosure
laws to monitor the readability of disclosures, this study statistically examines two potential predictors of poor disclosure readability: discloser’s
size and age.
This Article is structured as follows: Part I provides a general context
by reviewing the efforts made by state and federal government bodies to
ensure that various legal texts, including disclosures, are readable. Part II
presents data and discusses the methodology for empirically testing the
readability of disclosure documents in the franchise industry. Part III
discusses the normative implications of the empirical results.

8. See infra Subpart II.E.
9. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-06-929, CREDIT CARDS: INCREASED
COMPLEXITY IN RATES AND FEES HEIGHTENS NEED FOR MORE EFFECTIVE DISCLOSURES TO
CONSUMERS 3, 11 (2006), https://www.gao.gov/assets/260/251427.pdf.
10. Id. at 6, 82.
11. Id. at 6.
12. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-14-92, PRIVATE PENSIONS: CLARITY OF
REQUIRED REPORTS AND DISCLOSURES COULD BE IMPROVED 2–3, 45 (2013), https://www.gao.gov/as
sets/660/659211.pdf.
13. Id. at 36. Notably, an empirical study conducted by Florencia Marotta-Wurgler and Robert
Taylor provided evidence that end-user licensing agreements are, among other things, “difficult to
read.” See Florencia Marotta-Wurgler & Robert Taylor, Set in Stone? Change and Innovation in
Consumer Standard-Form Contracts, 88 N.Y.U. L. REV. 240, 253 (2013). Our study extends MarottaWurgler and Taylor’s study by, among other things, examining the readability of precontractual
disclosures.
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I. THE READABILITY GOAL
A major phenomenon in U.S. consumer law is the Plain English
Movement.14 The movement, led mainly by state and federal government
bodies, aims to ensure that legal texts are written in a readable manner that
can be easily understood by their targets, normally consumers.15 The
movement’s goal is to prevent legal texts from being comprehendible only
by lawyers.16
The movement’s efforts to ensure textual readability focus on three
major types of legal instruments: disclosures,17 consumer contracts,18 and
federal regulations.19
A. Disclosures
Federal disclosure laws, as part of the Plain English Movement, often
aim to ensure that disclosures, as provided to disclosees, are readable.20
One central example, which is the focus of this study, is the Franchise Rule
that governs the franchise industry. The Rule, enacted by the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), requires every franchisor to provide potential fran14. Carl Felsenfeld, The Plain English Movement in the United States, 6 CAN. BUS. L.J. 408, 408
(1982) (“One of the dominant events between 1975 and today in United States consumer law was the
birth of what has become known as the ‘plain English movement.’”); see also Joseph Kimble, Plain
English: A Charter for Clear Writing, 9 THOMAS M. COOLEY L. REV. 1, 3 (1992) (“Plain English is
now a part of the culture of law, business, and government.”); Andrew Serafin, Comment, Kicking the
Legalese Habit: The SEC’s Plain English Disclosure Proposal, 29 LOY. U. CHI. L.J. 681, 694 (1998)
(“[T]he plain English movement expands throughout the consumer arena . . . .”).
15. Felsenfeld, supra note 14, at 408; Michael S. Friman, Plain English Statutes: Long Overdue
or Underdone?, 7 LOY. CONSUMER L. REP. 103, 108 (1995) (“The Plain English Movement has
attempted over the years to alleviate the complexities which lawyers place on innocent laypersons.”);
Wayne Schiess, What Plain English Really Is, 9 SCRIBES J. LEGAL WRITING 43, 53 (2003–2004)
(“This goal—that the people affected by legal documents actually be able to comprehend them—is at
the heart of the plain-English movement.”).
16. Felsenfeld, supra note 14, at 408.
17. See infra Subpart I.A.
18. See infra Subpart I.B.
19. See infra Subpart I.C.
20. See, e.g., Truth in Lending Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1632(a) (2012) (“Information required by this
subchapter shall be disclosed clearly and conspicuously . . . .”); Magnuson–Moss Warranty Act, 15
U.S.C. § 2302(a) (2012) (“[A]ny warrantor warranting a consumer product to a consumer by means of a
written warranty shall . . . disclose in simple and readily understood language the terms and conditions
of such warranty.”); Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, 29 U.S.C. § 1022(a) (2012)
(“The summary plan description . . . shall be written in a manner calculated to be understood by the
average plan participant . . . .”); General Disclosure Requirements, Electronic Fund Transfer Act, 12
C.F.R. § 205.4(a)(1) (2018) (“Disclosures required under this part shall be clear and readily
understandable . . . .”); The Franchise Rule, 16 C.F.R. § 436.6(b) (2018) (“Disclose all required
information clearly, legibly, . . . using plain English.”); General Rules and Regulations, Securities Act
of 1933, 17 C.F.R. § 230.421(d)(1) (2018) (“To enhance the readability of the prospectus, you must use
plain English principles . . . .”); the HIPAA Privacy Rule, 45 C.F.R. § 164.520(b)(1) (2018) (“The
covered entity must provide a notice that is written in plain language . . . .”).
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chisees with an FDD containing information about the offered franchise, its
officers, and its franchisees.21 The FDD is intended to allow potential
franchisees to weigh the expected costs and benefits of the offered
franchise before making a purchasing decision.22 In order to enhance the
readability of FDDs, the Franchise Rule requires franchisors to provide
FDDs that are written “clearly,” “legibly,” and in “plain English.”23 It
furthermore requires that the language of FDDs be “understandable by a
person unfamiliar with the franchise business.”24 Relatedly, the Rule
requires that FDDs incorporate “short sentences” and “everyday language.”25
Similarly, the general rules and regulations for the Securities Act of
1933,26 which aim to ensure that buyers of securities receive complete and
accurate information before they invest in securities, require information to
be disclosed in a “clear” and “understandable” manner.27 Furthermore, the
rules and regulations require disclosures to apply “plain English principles,” “short sentences,” and “everyday words.”28
Likewise, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974,
enacted to protect the interests of employee benefit plan participants,29
requires that the disclosure of the terms and benefits of a plan be “written
in a manner calculated to be understood by the average plan participant.”30
Similarly, the Electronic Fund Transfer Act, which establishes the rights of
consumers in electronic fund transfer activities,31 requires information
disclosed to consumers to be “clear and readily understandable.”32 Furthermore, the Magnuson–Moss Warranty Act requires that the disclosed
information about the terms of a consumer product warranty be “simple

21. See Disclosure Requirements and Prohibitions Concerning Franchising and Business
Opportunities; Final Rule, 72 Fed. Reg. 15,444, 15,450 (Mar. 30, 2007) (to be codified at 16 C.F.R. pts.
436 & 437).
22. Id.
23. 16 C.F.R. § 436.6(b) (“Disclose all required information clearly, legibly, and . . . using plain
English.”).
24. Id. § 436.1(o) (“Plain English means the organization of information and language usage
understandable by a person unfamiliar with the franchise business.”).
25. Id. (stating that plain English “incorporates short sentences [and] definite, concrete, everyday
language”).
26. See 17 C.F.R. § 230.421(d)(1) (2018).
27. Id. § 230.421(b).
28. Id. §§ 230.421(d)(1), (2).
29. 29 U.S.C. § 1001(b) (2012).
30. Id. § 1022(a) (“The summary plan description . . . shall be written in a manner calculated to
be understood by the average plan participant . . . .”).
31. 12 C.F.R. § 205.1(b) (2018).
32. Id. § 205.4(a)(1) (“Disclosures required under this part shall be clear and readily understandable . . . .”).
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and readily understood.”33 In addition, the HIPAA Privacy Rule, which
provides individuals a right to be informed of the privacy practices of their
health plans,34 requires information to be disclosed in “plain language.”35
Finally, the Truth in Lending Act, aiming to promote the informed use
of consumer credit,36 requires information to be disclosed “clearly” to
consumers.37
B. Consumer Contracts
Several states, as part of the Plain English Movement, have adopted
statutes that mandate readability standards of consumer contracts.38 The
purpose of these statutes is to ensure that consumer contracts are understandable, thereby allowing consumers to make well-informed decisions.39
The statutes vary in coverage.40 Some statutes only cover insurance
policies.41 Other statutes cover general consumer contracts.42 These statutes

33. 15 U.S.C. § 2302(a) (2012) (“[A]ny warrantor warranting a consumer product to a consumer
by means of a written warranty shall . . . disclose in simple and readily understood language the terms
and conditions of such warranty.”).
34. 45 C.F.R. § 164.520(a)(1) (2018).
35. Id. § 164.520(b)(1) (“The covered entity must provide a notice that is written in plain language . . . .”).
36. 15 U.S.C. § 1601(a) (2012).
37. Id. § 1632(a) (“Information required by this subchapter shall be disclosed clearly and
conspicuously . . . .”). For additional disclosure laws requiring information to be disclosed “clearly” or
in a “clear” manner, see 12 C.F.R. § 213.3(a) (2018) (Consumer Leasing Act); 12 C.F.R.
§ 1024.32(a)(1) (2018) (Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act of 1974); 12 C.F.R. § 1030.3(a) (2018)
(Truth in Savings Act); 16 C.F.R. § 460.10 (2018) (The R-Value Rule).
38. See, e.g., Felsenfeld, supra note 14, at 408; Kimble, supra note 14, at 2; Friman, supra note
15, at 105–06; Harold A. Lloyd, Plain Language Statutes: Plain Good Sense or Plain Nonsense?, 78
LAW LIBR. J. 683, 687 (1986).
39. Stephen M. Ross, On Legalities and Linguistics: Plain Language Legislation, 30 BUFF. L.
REV. 317, 331 (1981) (“Plain language legislation ultimately seeks to ensure that the meaning of a
written agreement will be easily available to both parties, particularly to the individual consumer whose
bargaining power is weak and who must often accept either a standard contract or no contract at all.”);
Paul R. Timm & Daniel Oswald, Plain English Laws: Symbolic or Real?, 22 J. BUS. COMM. 31, 33
(1985) (“The purpose of plain English legislation is to produce understandable legal documents.”).
40. Calvin J. Karlin, Readability Statutes—A Survey and a Proposed Model, 28 KAN. L. REV.
531, 531–32 (1980).
41. See, e.g., CON. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 38A-297 (West 2012 & Supp. 2018); FLA. STAT. ANN.
§ 627.4145 (West 2016 & Supp. 2018); WIS. STAT. ANN. § 631.22 (West 2014). See also Daniel
Schwarcz, Reevaluating Standardized Insurance Policies, 78 U. CHI. L. REV. 1263, 1328 (2011)
(“[M]any states require insurance policies to meet minimum ‘readability’ scores, which are based on
objective, quantitative metrics.”).
42. See, e.g., CON. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 42-152 (West 2012 & Supp. 2018); HAW. REV. STAT.
ANN. § 487A-1 (LexisNexis 2012); MINN. STAT. ANN. § 325G.31 (West 2011); MONT. CODE ANN.
§ 30-14-1103 (West 2017); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 56:12-2 (West 2012 & Supp. 2018); N.Y. GEN. OBLIG.
LAW § 5-702 (McKinney 2012 & Supp. 2018); OR. REV. STAT. § 180.540 (2003).
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also vary in their specificity.43 Some statutes provide only general guidance
on what readability standards are required in the legal text. For example,
Montana’s readability statute simply requires consumer contracts to be
written in a “clear and coherent manner using words with common and
everyday meanings” and to be “appropriately divided and captioned by
[their] various sections.”44 Other statutes take a considerably more detailed
approach. These statutes mandate that documents satisfy a detailed set of
objective syntactic requirements, relating, inter alia, to the average number
of words per sentence and the average number of syllables per word in the
contract. For example, according to Connecticut’s readability statute, a
consumer contract will be deemed readable if it meets several tests,
including the following: (1) the average number of words per sentence is
less than 22, and (2) the average number of syllables per word is less than
1.55.45
C. Federal Regulations
Several presidential actions, in line with the Plain English Movement,
aim to ensure that federal regulations are readable. First, in 1978, President
Carter’s executive order required that all regulations coming from the
federal government “shall be as simple and clear as possible.”46 Under this
order, the head of each federal agency was responsible for determining that
every significant new regulation is “written in plain English and is
understandable to those who must comply with it.”47 Similarly, in 1998,
President Clinton issued a memorandum directing federal agencies to use
plain language, including short sentences.48 The memorandum particularly
required the use of plain language in all proposed and final rulemakings
published in the Federal Register.49 Similarly, in 2011, President Obama
issued a new executive order, which stated that the U.S. regulatory system
“must ensure that regulations are accessible, consistent, written in plain

43. JEFFREY W. STEMPEL & ERIK S. KNUTSEN, 1 STEMPEL AND KNUTSEN ON INSURANCE
COVERAGE 2–92 (4th ed. 2016) (“The format and specificity of generic plain language statutes, both
generalized laws and those focusing upon insurance policies, vary in approach and specificity.”);
Karlin, supra note 40, at 531–32 (positing that federal and state readability statutes “vary . . . in their
standards for readability”).
44. MONT. CODE ANN. § 30-14-1103 (West 2017).
45. CON. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 42-152(c)(1), (5) (West 2012 & Supp. 2018).
46. Exec. Order No. 12,044, 43 Fed. Reg. 12,661, 12,661 (1978).
47. Id. at 12,662.
48. Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies, 63 Fed. Reg. 31,885
(1998).
49. Id. In addition, the memorandum required plain language to be used in all new documents
other than regulations that explain how to obtain a benefit or service or how to comply with a
requirement that the federal agencies administer or enforce. Id.
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language, and easy to understand.”50
Given the state and federal goal of ensuring the readability of legal
texts, an important question arises as to whether these texts are, in reality,
readable. The purpose of the next Part of this Article is to address this
question by empirically examining, as a case study, the readability of
franchise disclosure documents in the franchise industry, as governed by
the federal Franchise Rule.
II. THE EMPIRICAL TEST: ARE FRANCHISE DISCLOSURES READABLE?
A. The Franchise Industry
The franchising business model plays a vital role in the U.S. economy.
It incorporates about 744,000 establishments.51 These establishments, in
turn, provide approximately 7.8 million jobs.52 Furthermore, they annually
produce goods and services worth about $710 billion, and contribute
approximately $426 billion to the national GDP.53
The franchise industry is governed by a federal Franchise Rule, which
requires each franchisor to provide potential franchisees with an FDD. 54
Each FDD in the franchise industry must contain twenty-three prescribed
informational items about the franchise.55 For example, item number 1
must disclose the general characteristics of the franchisor, such as the type
of business organization used by the franchisor and its prior business
experience.56 Item number 7, as another example, should contain information about what franchisees should expect to spend as a preliminary investment for establishing their franchise unit.57 Item number 12
must disclose the territorial rights that the franchisee may receive from the
franchisor while operating the franchise unit (e.g., territorial exclusivity).58

50. Exec. Order No. 13,563, 76 Fed. Reg. 3821, 3821 (2011). Relatedly, in 2010, President
Obama signed the Plain Writing Act of 2010, which requires that federal agencies use “clear Government communication that the public can understand and use.” Plain Writing Act of 2010, Pub. L. No.
111-274, § 2, 124 Stat. 2861, 2861 (2010).
51. IHS MARKIT ECONOMICS, FRANCHISE BUSINESS ECONOMIC OUTLOOK FOR 2017, at 3 (2017),
franchise.org/sites/default/files/Franchise_Business_Outlook_Jan_2017.pdf. An establishment is a
“single physical location at which business is conducted or services or industrial operations are
performed. . . . An establishment may be owned by the franchisor or the franchisee.” Id. at 5 n.2.
52. Id. at 2.
53. Id.
54. See 16 C.F.R. § 436 (2018).
55. Id. § 436.5.
56. Id. § 436.5(a).
57. Id. § 436.5(g).
58. Id. § 436.5(l).
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B. Sample
Our sample is based on 523 FDDs, which were obtained in two stages.
First, using a dataset from a 2017 edition of Entrepreneur, we identified a
list of 988 franchisors.59 It should be noted that previous studies have
estimated that Entrepreneur’s annual datasets capture, on average, around a
third to a half of all U.S. franchisors.60 Importantly, some studies have also
estimated that Entrepreneur’s datasets are representative of the population
of franchisors operating in the United States.61 Therefore, Entrepreneur’s
datasets are widely used as a source of data for empirical legal research on
franchising.62
Second, for these 988 franchisors, attempts were made to locate their
publicly-available FDDs. Notably, we searched only for FDDs that are in a
format which can be copied and pasted into an electronic text editor. Such
format was needed in order to allow us to make each FDD compatible with
the computerized readability test to ensure accurate results.63 The FDDs
were located via a major government database of FDDs, the Wisconsin
Department of Financial Institutions.64 Wisconsin is one of the only states
that make the FDDs of franchisors registered in the state available online,

59. Franchise 500, ENTREPRENEUR, Jan./Feb. 2017, at 174, 174–233; Understanding the
Ranking, ENTREPRENEUR, Jan./Feb. 2017, at 170, 170. Notably, since 1980, Entrepreneur Magazine
has published the annual dataset of North American franchisors, known also as “[A]nnual Franchise
500.” 2018 Franchise 500 Rankings, ENTREPRENEUR, https://www.entrepreneur.com/franchise500/
2018; see also John E. Clarkin & Robert B. Hasbrouck, The Franchise 500® As a Research Tool: How
Objective and Reliable Is It?, 14 J. SMALL BUS. & ENTERPRISE DEV. 144, 144–45 (2007).
60. Francine Lafontaine, A Critical Appraisal of Data Sources on Franchising, in FRANCHISING:
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES AND RESEARCH 5, 18 (Patrick J. Kaufmann & Rajiv P. Dant eds., 1995); Scott
Shane & Maw-Der Foo, New Firm Survival: Institutional Explanations for New Franchisor Mortality,
45 MGMT. SCI. 142, 146 (1999); see also Scott Shane et al., The Effects of New Franchisor Partnering
Strategies on Franchise System Size, 52 MGMT. SCI. 773, 778 (2006) (according to previous researches,
the Entrepreneur records capture most franchise systems).
61. Shane & Foo, supra note 60, at 146 (“Entrepreneur Magazine’s list is representative of the
population of business format franchisors operating in the United States.”); see also Shane et al., supra
note 60, at 778.
62. See, e.g., Christopher R. Drahozal & Quentin R. Wittrock, Is There a Flight from
Arbitration?, 37 HOFSTRA L. REV. 71, 90 (2008); Christopher R. Drahozal & Keith N. Hylton,
The Economics of Litigation and Arbitration: An Application to Franchise Contracts, 32 J. LEGAL
STUD. 549, 562 (2003); Christopher R. Drahozal & Erin O’Hara O’Connor, Unbundling Procedure:
Carve-Outs from Arbitration Clauses, 66 FLA. L. REV. 1945, 1979–80 (2014); Christopher R. Drahozal,
“Unfair” Arbitration Clauses, 2001 U. ILL. L. REV. 695, 723–24 (2001); Bruce H. Kobayashi & Larry
E. Ribstein, Contract and Jurisdictional Freedom, in THE FALL AND RISE OF FREEDOM OF CONTRACT
325, 344 (F. H. Buckley ed., 1999); Peter B. Rutledge & Christopher R. Drahozal, “Sticky” Arbitration
Clauses? The Use of Arbitration Clauses After Concepcion and Amex, 67 VAND. L. REV. 955, 988
(2014).
63. For more details about the editing process and the computerized test used in this research, see
infra Subpart II.C.
64. Franchise Search, WIS. DEP’T OF FIN. INST., https://www.wdfi.org/apps/FranchiseSearch/
MainSearch.aspx (last visited Sept. 14, 2018).
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normally in a format that can be copied to a text file.65 Using Wisconsin’s
database, this study identified 523 compatible FDDs from different franchisors.66 These FDDs serve as the final sample for this empirical study.
C. Methodology
Among all franchisor FDDs in the sample, we tested the readability of
disclosure item number 12 (“Item 12”), which concerns the territorial rights
that the franchisee receives from the franchisor while operating the
franchise unit.67 Out of the twenty-three disclosure items contained in each
FDD, this study focused solely on the textual readability of Item 12 for two
main, cumulative reasons. First, the process of testing the textual readability of all twenty-three FDD items across all 523 disclosure documents
in the sample is too cumbersome. Each FDD, including its twenty-three
disclosure items, is generally more than 200 pages long, and many exceed
350 pages in length.68 Each FDD must undergo a lengthy manual editing
process before its readability can be accurately tested via a computer.69
Second, the territory disclosure provided under Item 12 is one of the
most important textual items for prospective franchisees.70 It provides
information about one of the keys to a franchisee’s success: the geographic
location of the franchised businesses.71 More specifically, Item 12 discloses

65. See Tom Pitegoff, How to Get Free Franchise Disclosure Documents, FRANCHISE ALCHEMY
(Sept. 22, 2014), http://franchisealchemy.com/how-to-get-free-fdds/.
66. The FDDs were filed by the franchisors during the years 2016 and 2017. All the FDDs are on
file with authors.
67. See supra note 58 and accompanying text.
68. See infra Subpart II.D; see also Joel Libava, 4 Reasons Why You Need to Hire a Franchise
Attorney, ENTREPRENEUR (Sept. 20, 2013), http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/228432; FDD
Structure?, FRANCHISE DISCLOSURES, http://www.franchisedisclosures.com/fdd-structure/ (last visited
Sept. 25, 2018); The Most Important Parts of the Franchise Disclosure Document, BUS.
OPPORTUNITIES (May 13, 2015), http://www.business-opportunities.biz/2015/05/13/important-parts-fra
nchise-disclosure-document/.
69. For the editing process needed to test the readability of each text, see infra notes 92–94 and
accompanying text.
70. Franchise Rule, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 64 Fed. Reg. 57,294, 57,306 (proposed Oct.
22, 1999) (to be codified at 16 C.F.R. pt. 436) (“The [Federal Trade] Commission believes [that Item
12] is one of the most important disclosure items . . . .”); LESLIE D. CURRAN & BENJAMIN L.
MITCHELL, THE ART AND SCIENCE OF FDD DRAFTING 21 (Oct. 2014), https://www.americanbar.org/c
ontent/dam/aba/administrative/franchising/materials2014/w21.authcheckdam.pdf (stating that Item 12
“is critical to franchisees”); Constantine T. Fournaris & Robert S. Burstein, The Franchise Option, in
STARTING A NEW BUSINESS: A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO STARTING A NEW BUSINESS, PRACTICE, OR
FRANCHISE 315, 329 (Pa. Bar Inst. ed. 2010) (“Item 12 is an important Item.”); Mike Sheehan, The
ABC of FDDs: Item 12 – Territory, BLUE MAUMAU (July 10, 2012), https://web.archive.org/web/2014
0803202412/http://www.bluemaumau.org/abcs_fdds_fourth_installment_item_12_territory (“Despite
all of these cautions, Item 12 is obviously only one component of FDD disclosure, although an
important one.”).
71. CURRAN & MITCHELL, supra note 70, at 20 (“For many franchised businesses, location,
location, location is one of the keys to success.”); M. Blen Gee, Jr., Franchise Disclosure Document –
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whether the franchise is for a specific location or a location to be approved
by the franchisor.72 It furthermore states the conditions under which the
franchisor will approve the geographic relocation of the franchised
business.73 It also discloses any restrictions on the franchisee in terms of
soliciting orders from consumers outside of her franchise’s geographic
location (e.g., via the internet).74
Item 12 is one of the most important textual items, and was therefore
tested in this Article for another reason. It allows prospective franchisees to
assess the potentially significant risk of franchise encroachment. Franchise
encroachment is the practice by which a franchisor essentially competes
with its franchisee in one of three ways: (1) establishing franchisor-owned
or other-franchisee-owned stores in the same geographic territory of its
franchisee; (2) operating a franchise chain which competes with its existing
franchisee; or (3) selling the same products as its franchisee through nonstore channels, such as e-commerce.75
Encroachment practices might significantly decrease the revenues of
existing franchisees by drawing customers away from the existing unit.76
The significant decrease in the existing franchisee’s revenues, caused by
encroachment practices, may lead the former’s business to fail.77
Importantly, Item 12 could allow franchisees to assess the risk of franchise
encroachment before purchasing the franchise. It does so by disclosing,
among other things, whether the franchisor grants an exclusive territory to
its franchisees.78 In addition, if the franchisor grants an exclusive territory,

Item by Item Analysis (Part Four of a Series), JOHNSON, HEARN, VINEGAR & GEE, PLLC: BUSINESS
LAW NOTES (Winter 2011), http://jhvglaw.com/bln2011winter/ (“One of the most important questions
that [a prospective franchisee may additionally] want to ask is will you have a protected territory.”);
Mario Herman, Understanding the FDD, Item 12: Territory, FRANCHISEKNOWHOW,
https://web.archive.org/web/20180820152132/http://www.franchiseknowhow.com/legal_corner/item12.
htm (last visited Sept. 14, 2018) (“The foundation of a successful franchise will often rest upon the
franchisee territory and the rights that come with that territory.”).
72. 16 C.F.R. § 436.5(l)(1) (2018).
73. Id. § 436.5(l)(3).
74. Id. § 436.5(l)(6)(ii).
75. Disclosure Requirements and Prohibitions Concerning Franchising and Business Opportunities; Final Rule, 72 Fed. Reg. 15,444, 15,491 (Mar. 30, 2007) (to be codified at 16 C.F.R. pts. 436 &
437).
76. In re Vylene Enters., Inc., 105 B.R. 42, 49 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. 1989), vacated, 122 B.R. 747
(C.D. Cal. 1990), vacated, 90 F.3d 1472 (9th Cir. 1996); Wellcraft Marine, Inc. v. Dauterive, 482 So.
2d 1002, 1003 (La. App. 3 Cir. 1986); Gerich v. Gen. Motors Corp., 588 S.W.2d 107, 116 (Mo. Ct.
App. 1979).
77. Marc A. Wites, The Franchisor as Predator: Encroachment and the Implied Covenant of
Good Faith, 7 U. FLA. J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 305, 328 (1996) (“Encroachment provides a means for the
franchisor to effectively force the franchisee to terminate the relationship because the franchisee can no
longer operate the location profitably.”); Rupert M. Barkoff, Encroachment Issues Persist, Nat’l L.J.,
Apr. 19, 2004, at 16, 20 (explaining that opening another franchise may put the other franchisee out of
business).
78. 16 C.F.R. § 436.5(l)(5).
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it must also disclose under Item 12 the circumstances that would permit the
franchisor to modify or rescind exclusivity.79 Item 12 may furthermore
enable franchisees to assess the risk of franchise encroachment by including the mandated disclosure of any plans on the part of the franchisor to
operate a franchise system that would compete with its franchisees.80
Relatedly, Item 12 must disclose whether the franchisor reserves the right
to use non-store channels of distribution—such as the Internet, catalog
sales, telemarketing, or other direct marketing sales—to make sales within
the franchisee’s territory.81
Given the significance of Item 12—both in disclosing information
about the geographic location of the franchise unit and the risk of franchise
encroachment—its understanding and comprehension by prospective franchisees is essential.82 Consequently, the readability of Item 12 is important
and is examined in this Article.
In order to measure the readability of Item 12, we used the Gunning
Fog Index. This index is one of the most widely used measures of text
readability.83 The index was originally introduced by Robert Gunning,84

79. Such circumstances may include, for example, a fall of the franchisee’s sales below a certain
level or an increase in the population in the franchisee’s territory. See id. § 436.5(l)(5)(ii).
80. Id. § 436.5(l)(6)(iii).
81. Id. § 436.5(l)(6)(i).
82. CURRAN & MITCHELL, supra note 70, at 21 (stating that Item 12 “is critical to franchisees”
and that “[f]ranchisors should strive to make this Item as clear as possible for the prospect”).
83. See Aymen Ajina et al., Guiding Through the Fog: Does Annual Report Readability Reveal
Earnings Management?, 38 RES. INT’L BUS. & FIN. 509, 512 (2016) (“The Fog Index has been used
widely and has seen increasing use in the accounting literature.” (citation omitted)); Judith Bogert, In
Defense of the Fog Index, BULL. ASS’N FOR BUS. COMM., June 1985, at 9 (1985) (“[The Gunning Fog
Index] is the one most frequently cited in business writing textbooks.”); J. Efrim Boritz et al.,
Determinants of the Readability of SOX 404 Reports, 13 J. EMERGING TECHS. IN ACCT. 145, 146 (2016)
(“A variety of readability metrics have been used in textual analysis of various corporate
communications, the most common being the FOG Index.” (citations omitted)); Gus De Franco et al.,
Analyst Report Readability, 32 CONTEMP. ACCT. RES. 76, 81 (2015) (“The Fog index (also known as
the Gunning Fog Index) is one of the most widely used measures of readability.”); Reuven Lehavy et
al., The Effect of Annual Report Readability on Analyst Following and the Properties of Their Earnings
Forecasts, 86 ACCT. REV. 1087, 1088 (2011) (“The Fog Index has been widely used in social science
research for several decades . . . .”); Feng Li, Annual Report Readability, Current Earnings, and
Earnings Persistence, 45 J. ACCT. & ECON. 221, 225 (2008) (“The Fog index . . . is a wellknown . . . formula for measuring readability.”); Kin Lo et al., Earnings Management and Annual
Report Readability, 63 J. ACCT. & ECON. 1, 6 (2017) (“The Fog Index has been used widely . . . .”);
Lance N. Long & William F. Christensen, Does the Readability of Your Brief Affect Your Chance of
Winning an Appeal?, 12 J. APP. PRAC. & PROCESS 145, 150 (2011) (“Of the many readability formulas,
some of the more popular and accurate formulas that rely on sentence and word length include . . . the
Gunning Fog Index . . . .”); Brian P. Miller, The Effects of Reporting Complexity on Small and Large
Investor Trading, 85 ACCT. REV. 2107, 2114 (2010) (establishing that the Fog Index “provides
a . . . widely accepted formula for measuring readability”).
84. See, e.g., ROBERT GUNNING, THE TECHNIQUE OF CLEAR WRITING 31–45 (rev. ed. 1968); see
also Li, supra note 83, at 225; Miller, supra note 83, at 2114.
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and developed and applied in computational linguistics literature.85 The
index is based on the following two assumptions: (1) more words per
sentence increase the probability that the text will be harder to read; (2)
more syllables per word increase the probability that the text will be harder
to read.86 Given these two assumptions, the Gunning Fog Index is based on
a linear function of two variables87: (1) average sentence length in words;
(2) percentage of complex words, defined as words with three syllables or
more.88 More specifically, the “fog value” of a text is calculated according
to the following equation: (average number of words per sentence +
percentage of complex words) * 0.4.89 Notably, based on empirical
research, the sum of the average number of words and the percentage of
complex words is multiplied by the constant 0.4 in order to approximate the
fog value to the number of years of formal education a reader would need
to read the text once and understand it well.90 For example, a fog value of
16 implies that the reader needs sixteen years of education, essentially a
college degree, to comprehend the text on the first reading.91
In order to test the fog value of Item 12 in each of the 523 FDDs in the
sample, we applied the following editing process for each FDD: First, the
FDD text, under disclosure Item 12, was extracted to a text editor. Second,
all the heading items and tables were deleted from the extracted text since
the fog readability test is designed for text rather than headings and

85. Lehavy et al., supra note 83, at 1093; Li, supra note 83, at 225; Miller, supra note 83, at
2114.
86. Bogert, supra note 83, at 10; Boritz et al., supra note 83, at 146; Li, supra note 83, at 222.
87. Ajina et al., supra note 83, at 513; Boritz et al., supra note 83, at 146; Preeti Choudhary et al.,
Boards, Auditors, Attorneys and Compliance with Mandatory SEC Disclosure Rules, 34 MANAGERIAL
& DECISION ECON. 471, 479 (2013); Alastair Lawrence, Individual Investors and Financial Disclosure,
56 J. ACCT. & ECON. 130, 135 (2013); Lehavy et al., supra note 83, at 1093; Li, supra note 83, at 225;
Lo et al., supra note 83, at 3.
88. Examples of polysyllables with more than three syllables are: disseminate, computational,
and tetrahedron.
89. Ajina et al., supra note 83, at 513; Boritz et al., supra note 83, at 154 n.7; Choudhary et al.,
supra note 87, at 485 n.12; De Franco et al., supra note 83, at 81; Lawrence, supra note 87, at 135;
Lehavy et al., supra note 83, at 1093; Li, supra note 83, at 225; Lo et al., supra note 83, at 6; Tim
Loughran & Bill McDonald, Textual Analysis in Accounting and Finance: A Survey, 54 J. ACCT. RES.
1187, 1193 (2016); Russell J. Lundholm et al., Restoring the Tower of Babel: How Foreign Firms
Communicate with U.S. Investors, 89 ACCT. REV. 1453, 1459 (2014); Miller, supra note 83, at 2114
n.7.
90. Nelda Spinks & Barron Wells, Readability: A Textbook Selection Criterion, 69 J. EDUC. FOR
BUS. 83, 84 (1993); see also Ajina et al., supra note 83, at 513; Choudhary et al., supra note 87, at 479;
De Franco et al., supra note 83, at 81; Lawrence, supra note 87, at 135; Lehavy et al., supra note 83, at
1093; Li, supra note 83, at 225; Lo et al., supra note 83, at 3; Loughran & McDonald, supra note 89, at
1193.
91. Loughran & McDonald, supra note 89, at 1194. Notably, there is another recognized
measure of readability known as the Flesch–Kincaid Index, which is calculated as follows: (0.39 *
average words per sentence) + (11.8 * average syllables per word) – 15.59. Li, supra note 83, at 225
n.4. The empirical results based on the Flesch–Kincaid Index are often similar to those based on the Fog
Index. See, e.g., id.
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tables.92 Third, periods (.) that were used in the text as part of a number,
such as the decimal point in a number (e.g., 12.75), were removed. Such
removal was necessary in order to prevent the computerized fog value
calculator that we utilized from wrongly addressing such periods as the
ends of sentences.93 For the same reason, periods used in abbreviations
(such as i.e., e.g., Inc., and U.S.A.) or as part of an internet address (such as
in www. and .com) were removed. Finally, semicolons (;) that were
essentially used in the FDDs in place of commas, and which did not mark
the ending of a sentence, were replaced with commas.94
After undergoing this editing process, the text was then analyzed using
Simon Bond’s well-known online fog value calculator.95 The calculator
produced a fog value for each FDD in the sample.
D. Data
Table 1 summarizes the industries of the franchisors in our sample.
These industries are varied. The most common type of industry is restaurants. The sample, however, does include other industries, such as maintenance, personal care, business services, and lodging.

92.

For a similar approach, see Lehavy et al., supra note 83, at 1093 n.10; Li, supra note 83, at

225.
93. The online fog value calculator that we used is Simon Bond’s calculator. See infra note 100.
94. For example, the semicolons in the following sentence were replaced with commas: “You
will be awarded and may serve customers within a ‘Territory’ which shall be delineated by one or more
of the following: zip codes; forward sortation areas; hard boundaries, such as streets, highways, rivers
or other identifiable physical boundaries; or Census Tract.” FRANCHISE DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT,
MAIDPRO 34 (2017), https://www.cards.commerce.state.mn.us/CARDS/security/search.do?documentI
d=%7b5249AB8C-5F19-4378-8B3D-DABA02510CE2%7d.
95. GUNNING FOG INDEX, gunning-fog-index.com (last visited Sept. 14, 2018). For other studies
that made use of this online tool, see, e.g., Patrick M. Delaney, Sorry Linus, I Need Your Security
Blanket: How the Smartphone, Constant Connectivity with the Internet, and Social Networks Act as
Catalysts for Juror Misconduct, 24 ST. THOMAS L. REV. 473, 499 n.175 (2012); Darren Flynn et al., A
Review of Decision Support, Risk Communication and Patient Information Tools for Thrombolytic
Treatment in Acute Stroke: Lessons for Tool Developers, 13 BMC HEALTH SERVS. RES., no. 225, 2013,
at 1, 3; Robyn Gillespie et al., Medication Management for People Living with Dementia: Development
and Evaluation of a Multilingual Information Resource for Family Caregivers of People Living with
Dementia, in UPDATE ON DEMENTIA 493, 506 (Davide Vito Moretti ed., 2016); N. Howard et al.,
Personalized Letters Improve Patient Comprehension of Foot and Ankle Pathology and Procedures, 4
CLIN. RES. ON FOOT & ANKLE 1, 2, 3 n.7 (2016); Md. Jahurul Islam, Wordsworth’s Linguistic
Simplicity Over Pope: A Text Analytic Study, 6 INT’L J. ENG. LITERATURE 140, 146 (2015); Nathan
Lowrance & Heather Lea Moulaison, Skimming Comprehension in Two Online Document Presentation
Environments, 32 LIBR. HI TECH 382, 387 (2014).
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Table 1: Franchisors’ Industries
Restaurants

18.93%

Home Improvement

4.59%

Maintenance

13.58%

Automotive

3.63%

Personal Care

12.62%

Recreation

2.49%

Business Services

8.80%

Health

2.10%

Child-Focused Businesses

7.65%

Pets

2.10%

Services

6.88%

Food Retail Sales

1.91%

Lodging

6.50%

Financial Services

1.53%

Retail

5.74%

Tech

0.96%

Table 2 summarizes the statistical data of the three main characteristics
of our sample franchisors, which was mainly obtained from the 2017
edition of Entrepreneur: (1) the number of franchisees in the franchisors’
systems; (2) the number of years that the franchisors have been selling
franchises to franchisees; (3) the length of the franchisors’ FDDs, in PDF
pages.96
Table 2: Franchisor Characteristics
Mean

Median

Standard Deviation

No. of Franchisees

661.62

147

3266.39

Years of Franchising

21.41

18

15.18

Length of FDD (in pages)

250.71

229

96.07

E. Results
This Subpart first reports the basic descriptive results of key features of
the fog value variables. It then explores regression models of the fog value
and the central characteristics of each franchisor examined in this study.

96. The data for the number of pages in each franchisor’s FDD was obtained using Adobe
Acrobat Reader.
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1. Statistical Description
Our results indicate that FDDs are unreadable. Specifically, the results
show that the fog value of Item 12 in the FDDs is very high. The fog
median is 20.18, and the fog mean is 20.36. This value implies that
prospective franchisees need, on average, more than twenty years of education to comprehend the FDD text on the first reading.97 However, empirical evidence indicates that the highest level of education that most franchisees have completed is community college,98 which normally requires
fourteen years of education.99 Hence, franchisees normally lack more than
six years of the education needed in order to understand the average FDD.
Relatedly, according to the results of this study, the lowest fog value among
the FDDs is 14.67, meaning that all the FDDs in our sample require a
higher education than most franchisees do, in fact, have.
Furthermore, according to the results, in 80% of the FDDs, the average
sentence length is longer than twenty-five words.100 This result also
indicates that FDDs are unreadable, since according to numerous readability experts, the average sentence length of a text should not exceed twentyfive words;101 otherwise, the text is likely to be difficult to read.102
Anecdotally, we found several FDDs with extremely long sentences,
with much more than twenty-five words. To illustrate, the following 154word sentence, which is difficult to read, was found in one of the FDDs:

97. See, e.g., supra notes 90–91 and accompanying text.
98.
FRANCHISEGRADE.COM, NATIONAL SURVEY OF FRANCHISEES 2015, at 5 (2015),
http://wearemainst.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Nat-Survey-Franchisees-2015.pdf (last visited
Sept. 25, 2018).
99. Dennis J. Stevens, Origins of Police Officer Stress Before and After 9/11, 77 POLICE J. 145,
155 (2004); Tuba Ustuner & Dawn Iacobucci, Does Intraorganizational Network Embeddedness
Improve Salespeople’s Effectiveness? A Task Contingency Perspective, 32 J. PERS. SELLING & SALES
MGMT. 187, 195 (2012).
100. Simon Bond’s online fog value calculator, which we used, provides information about, inter
alia, the number of major punctuation marks (e.g., periods) in the text and the number of words in the
text. We independently calculated the average sentence length of each FDD by dividing the number of
words in the text by the number of major punctuation marks.
101. See, e.g., BRYAN A. GARNER, LEGAL WRITING IN PLAIN ENGLISH 27 (2d ed. 2013) (“Keep
your average sentence length to about 20 words.”); RICHARD C. WYDICK, PLAIN ENGLISH FOR
LAWYERS 36 (5th ed. 2005) (“Keep the average sentence length below 25 words.”); Ian Gallacher,
“When Numbers Get Serious”: A Study of Plain English Usage in Briefs Filed Before the New York
Court of Appeals, 46 SUFFOLK U. L. REV. 451, 477–78 (2013); Joseph Kimble, The Elements of Plain
Language, 81 MICH BAR. J., Oct. 2002, at 44, 44 (“Prefer short and medium-length sentences. As a
guideline, keep the average length to about 20 words.”); see also Wayne Schiess, The Art of Consumer
Drafting, 11 SCRIBES J. LEGAL WRITING 1, 4–5 (2007).
102. BRYCE T. MCINTYRE, ENGLISH NEWS WRITING 19 (1996); Nirmaldasan, Longer the
Sentence, Greater the Strain, READABILITY MONITOR, (April 30, 2012), https://strainindex.wordpr
ess.com/2012/04/30/longer-the-sentence-greater-the-strain/; Sara Vincent, Sentence Length: Why 25
Words is Our Limit, GOV.UK: INSIDE GOV.UK, https://insidegovuk.blog.gov.uk/2014/08/04/sentencelength-why-25-words-is-our-limit/ (last visited Sept. 14, 2018).
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[I]n the event we or our affiliates acquire another chain or system,
regardless of the number of outlets or units, or we or our affiliates are
acquired by another chain or system, that operates and/or licenses/
franchises units or stores that are the same or similar to Cellairis Business
Units in that they have a substantially similar catalog, line or inventory of
products and services, or similar theme or concept, we or our affiliates
may, in addition to any other rights in this Agreement, establish, acquire
or operate, or license/franchise others to establish and operate, units or
stores under other systems or other marks, which units or stores may offer
or sell products or services that are the same as, or similar to, the products
and services offered from the Business Unit, regardless of these units’ or
stores’ proximity to the Business Unit, or their actual or threatened impact
on sales at the Business Unit . . . .103

2. The Fog Value and Franchisor Characteristics
Table 3 reports the results for the standardized coefficients of regression analysis, which indicates the relationship between the fog value and
the franchisor characteristics collected in this study. First, the results show
a significant negative relationship between the number of franchisees in the
franchisor chain and the fog value. As the number of franchisees decreases,
the fog value increases—i.e., the FDD is less readable. One potential
explanation for this result is that, normally, small-scale franchisors can
offer their franchisees poor contractual terms compared with large franchisors that benefit from significant economies of scale.104 As a result,
small franchisors might be prone to obfuscating the more adverse and
disadvantageous terms of their franchise by making their FDDs more
syntactically complex.105
103. See FRANCHISE DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT, CELLAIRIS 71 (2017), https://www.cards.commer
ce.state.mn.us/CARDS/security/search.do?documentId=%7bD4BDCA14-F292-47F6-A424-C0E3B3C
C13C3%7d.
104. See, e.g., Gary J. Castrogiovanni & George S. Vozikis, Foreign Franchisor Entry into
Developing Countries: Influences on Entry Choices and Economic Growth, 3 NEW ENG. J.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP 9, 12 (2009) (“Small franchisors . . . typically have fewer slack resources available
for expansion than large franchisors.” (citation omitted)); Li-Tzang (Jane) Hsu & SooCheong (Shawn)
Jang, Effects of Restaurant Franchising: Does an Optimal Franchise Proportion Exist?, 28 INT. J.
HOSPITALITY MGMT. 204, 207 (2009) (“A large firm is often characterized by its ability to exploit
economy of scale. This capability makes operations more effective, allowing large firms to perform
more cost efficiently than small firms.” (citation omitted)); Steven C. Michael & James G. Combs,
Entrepreneurial Failure: The Case of Franchisees, 46 J. SMALL BUS. MGMT. 73, 79 (2008) (“[V]ery
young and small franchisors . . . have high chain-wide failure rates.” (citation omitted)); Scott A. Shane,
Hybrid Organizational Arrangements and Their Implications for Firm Growth and Survival: A Study of
New Franchisors, 39 ACAD. MGMT. J. 216, 221 (1996) (“When franchise systems are new and small,
they lack many of the economies of scale available to larger systems, such as those in purchasing
materials, handling administrative overhead, and promoting their brand names.”).
105. According to the “obfuscation hypothesis” managers have a “tendency to manipulate or
arrange prose to enhance ‘good news’ with easier to read writing [sic], and mask ‘bad news’ with more
difficult writing.” John K. Courtis, Annual Report Readability Variability: Tests of the Obfuscation
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In addition, the results suggest that the fog value is highly associated
with how long the franchisor has been franchising its business. This result
means that the younger the franchising system, the less readable its FDD.
One potential explanation for this result is that normally young franchisors,
which lack franchise experience and an established brand name, can offer
their franchisees poor contractual terms compared with experienced, wellestablished, and mature franchisors.106 Consequently, young franchisors
might be prone to obfuscating the inferior terms offered by their franchise
by making their FDDs less readable.107
Lastly, the length of the FDD in PDF pages is highly and positively
associated with the fog value. As the length of an FDD (or its linguistic
quantity) increases, its readability (namely, its linguistic quality) decreases.
This result implies that lengthy disclosures tend to include unreadable
sentences, namely long sentences with many polysyllables.
Table 3: Standardized Regression Estimates
Estimate

Std. Error

t value

Pr(>|t|)

Intercept

-0.001

0.043

-0.000

1.000

No. of Franchisees

-0.140

0.045

-3.145

0.002

Years of Franchising

-0.084

0.045

-1.865

0.063

Length of FDD (in pages)

0.210

0.054

4.707

0.000

III. DISCUSSION AND NORMATIVE IMPLICATIONS
Readable disclosures that are easily understandable by an average
disclosee have the potential to produce several important social benefits.

Hypothesis, 11 ACCT., AUDITING & ACCOUNTABILITY J. 459, 461 (1998); Feng Li, Textual Analysis of
Corporate Disclosures: A Survey of the Literature, 29 J. ACCT. LITERATURE 143, 152 (2010)
(“[M]anagers have more incentive to obfuscate information when firm performance is poor.” (citation
omitted)).
106. See, e.g., Michael & Combs, supra note 104, at 79 (“[V]ery young and small
franchisors . . . have high chain-wide failure rates.” (citation omitted)); Shane, supra note 104, at 221
(“[N]ew franchise systems are at a competitive disadvantage vis-à-vis established systems.” (citation
omitted)); Miles A. Zachary et al., Franchise Branding: An Organizational Identity Perspective, 39 J.
ACAD. MARKET. SCI. 629, 634 (2011) (“[Y]oung firms face greater obstacles such as dependence on
unfamiliar stakeholders, lower levels of legitimacy, and difficulties competing against established
organizations than do older firms. Young franchisors are no exception to the liabilities of newness.”
(citations omitted)).
107. See supra note 105.
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First, they are likely to reduce disclosee misunderstanding,108 thereby
increasing the probability that disclosees will make better-informed judgments about whether they should buy a product.109 In addition, readable
disclosures save disclosees time, since they can be read and comprehended
faster than unreadable disclosures.110 Consequently, readable disclosures
are likely to motivate disclosees to read disclosures in the first place.111 By
motivating disclosees to read disclosures, readable disclosures are likely to
increase competition among disclosers hoping to attract well-informed
disclosees.112 Finally, readable disclosures can reduce the consultation fees
incurred by disclosees, since they help the disclosees’ advisers to make
better recommendations to their clients.113
Disclosers, however, do not fully internalize the social benefits of
readable disclosures that disclosees enjoy. In addition, disclosers may have
an incentive to make their disclosures less readable than is socially desirable in order to obfuscate poor contractual terms. Consequently, and as
witnessed in the results of this case study, disclosers are unlikely to produce readable disclosures that are socially desirable.
In order to encourage disclosers to produce readable disclosures that
are socially beneficial, we advise policymakers to take the following

108.
Disclosure Requirements and Prohibitions Concerning Franchising and Business
Opportunities; Final Rule, 72 Fed. Reg. 15,444, 15,464 (Mar. 30, 2007) (to be codified at 16 C.F.R. pts.
436 & 437) (projecting that enhancing the legibility and understandability of disclosure documents in
the franchise industry will reduce “the likelihood of franchisee . . . confusion, or misunderstandings”);
Joseph Kimble, Writing for Dollars, Writing to Please, 6 SCRIBES J. LEGAL WRITING 1, 3 (1996–1997)
[hereinafter Kimble, Writing for Dollars] (“To most nonlawyers, the benefits of plain language are
intuitive. If readers understand plain language better, then no doubt they’ll like it better than the dense,
impersonal prose of most public documents. And because they understand it better, they’ll make fewer
mistakes in dealing with it . . . .”); see also Joseph Kimble, Answering the Critics of Plain Language, 5
SCRIBES J. LEGAL WRITING 51, 64 (1996) [hereinafter Kimble, Answering the Critics].
109. Arthur Levitt, Introduction to SEC, OFFICE OF INV’R EDUC. & ASSISTANCE, A PLAIN
ENGLISH HANDBOOK: HOW TO CREATE CLEAR SEC DISCLOSURE DOCUMENTS 3 (1998) (“The benefits
of plain English abound. Investors will be more likely to understand what they are buying and to make
informed judgments about whether they should hold or sell their investments.”).
110. Kimble, Writing for Dollars, supra note 108, at 7 (“[R]eaders strongly prefer plain language
in public and legal documents, . . . they find it faster . . . to use . . . .”); see also Kimble, Answering the
Critics, supra note 108, at 63.
111. Kimble, Writing for Dollars, supra note 108, at 30 (“There you have the ultimate value of
plain language in public documents: it motivates readers to read.”); Miller, supra note 83, at 2108
(“[F]aced with more complex reports, investors may elect not to process the report because doing so is
too costly.”); Serafin, supra note 14, at 711 (“Most investors typically will not read any document that
is vague or difficult to understand. Therefore, to improve investor knowledge, the prospectuses must be
inviting and readable for investors.” (footnote omitted)).
112. 15 U.S.C. § 2302(a) (2012) (“In order to . . . improve competition in the marketing of
consumer products, any warrantor warranting a consumer product to a consumer by means of a written
warranty shall . . . disclose in simple and readily understood language the terms and conditions of such
warranty.”).
113. Levitt, supra note 109, at 3 (“Brokers and investment advisers can make better recommendations to their clients if they can read and understand these documents quickly and easily.”).
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cumulative steps: First, policymakers should provide a clear mechanism to
determine what constitutes a readable disclosure. At this stage, disclosure
laws often do not provide such a mechanism.114 For example, the Franchise
Rule requires FDDs to incorporate “short sentences,”115 without explaining
what constitutes a short sentence or what should be the average length of a
sentence. Instead, the Rule could require, inter alia, that the average
number of words per sentence be less than twenty-five, thereby increasing
the probability that the disclosure will be readable.116 Second, policymakers
should add to disclosure laws a deterring sanction against failure to comply
with the disclosure law’s readability standards. At this stage, disclosure
laws, such as the Franchise Rule, often lack a clear and deterring readability sanction.117 Third, authorities enforcing disclosure laws should
closely monitor the readability of disclosures. Specifically, they should
regularly select a random sample of disclosure documents and review their
readability. Since the results of our study indicate that the disclosure documents of smaller firms and younger firms tend to be less readable,118
enforcement authorities should put more effort into monitoring the disclosures issued by such firms.
CONCLUSION
One of the main goals of disclosure laws is to ensure that precontractual disclosure documents are readable. By ensuring the readability
of disclosures, disclosure laws can assist disclosees in making betterinformed judgments about whether they should buy a product or service.
Focusing as a case study on disclosures in the important franchise industry,
this Article empirically shows that disclosures are often unreadable. While
franchisees need, on average, more than twenty years of education to
comprehend the disclosure text on the first reading, most of them have only
completed community college, which normally requires fourteen years of
education.
Policymakers willing to promote the readability of disclosures should
clearly define statutory readability standards, back these standards with an
adequate sanction, and monitor the compliance of disclosers with these
standards. Otherwise, the readability goal of disclosure laws might remain
an empty slogan rather than a reality.

114. See, e.g., Timm & Oswald, supra note 39, at 37.
115. 16 C.F.R. § 436.1(d), (o) (2018).
116. For legal writing experts who recommend that the average sentence not exceed twenty-five
words, see supra note 101.
117. See Timm & Oswald, supra note 39, at 36.
118. See supra Section II.E.2.

